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40 Mineral
14 Rock Doc
8 Power
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Power

DIG IT! Game

(2 PLAYERS • ONE DECK; 2+ PLAYERS • TWO DECKS)
1. 1 game = 3 rounds. Players choose a Mineral card.
Player with highest ‘Mohs’ number is ‘Dealer’.
Dealer deals 20 Mineral cards to each player.
2. Power and Rock Doc cards are placed face down,
Mineral cards are placed photo side up.
3. Dealer says ‘DIG IT!’ and players quickly flip their top
Mineral card over to reveal the Mohs scale number.
The player with the card showing the highest Mohs
scale number wins his/her opponent’s card as ‘points’
per round. (Example: Mohs scale number 2.5 scores
‘2.5’ points, 5.5–7, scores highest # in the scale, ‘7’).

INFORMATION CARD
Rock Types

Find these symbols to discover the rock type for each
Mineral or Power card specimen:

Igneous

Sedimentary

Metamorphic

Mineral Groups

Use the colour chart to discover the mineral groups each
Mineral or Power card specimen is associated with:
Native

Sulphides

Carbonates

Sulphates

Halides

Oxides

Silicates

Other

DIG IT!

DIG IT!

DIG IT!

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

Name a mining community or
petroleum community in Manitoba.

What mineral compound helps to
prevent or avoid sunburn: mineral
oil, zinc oxide or magnesium
chloride?

Only one Manitoba mineral has
ever had a local community in the
province named after it. Is it Calcite,
Gypsum, or Augite?

Answer:
Zinc oxide

Answer: Gypsum (the Manitoba town
of Gypsumville was named after
this mineral)
Answer: Any one of these choices is
correct – Olivine, augite, hornblende,
biotite or chlorite (titanium dioxide)

Answer: (any one from this list)
Bissett, Flin Flon, Lac du Bonnet,
Leaf Rapids, Lynn Lake, Snow Lake,
Thompson, Virden (petroleum)

Answer:
Garnet

Answer:
Quartz

Name the rock-forming mineral
common in the Snow Lake area
of Manitoba that is valued as a
gemstone and for its use as an
abrasive (example: in sandpaper).

What common mineral is produced
in small amounts as an ore of silica
at Bernic Lake, Manitoba: quartz or
calcite?

‘Mafic’ refers to dark-coloured rocks
or minerals with significant amounts
of iron and magnesium. Name a
common mafic mineral found in
Manitoba.

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

What type of mining operation costs
the least amount of money: open pit
mining or underground mining?

About how much mineral is present
in good-quality paper: 0%, 30%
or 100%?

Answer:
Open pit mining

Answer:
30%

Iron pyrite is an amazing mineral
that can trick people into thinking
it is gold. What is another name for
iron pyrite?
Answer:
Fool’s gold

INSTRUCTIONS continued...

4. A tie occurs when players flip up cards with same
Mohs number. To break the tie, the first player to
grab a Rock Doc card has the opponent ask them
a Rock Doc question. The player requests either a
Level 1 (easy) or a Level 2 (hard) question. Correctly
answering a Level 1 question wins player one Power
card (25 points); correctly answering a Level 2
question wins player two Power cards (50 points).
The tie is broken and play continues when a Rock
Doc question is answered correctly. Play (a single
round) ends if a Rock Doc question is not answered
correctly OR when all Mineral cards have been played
in a round.
5. Players tally points per round: add up Mineral card
Mohs points and Power card points.
6. The dealer reshuffles all Mineral cards each round.
Power and Rock Doc cards played during a round stay
out of play until the end of a ‘game’ (3 rounds).
7. The player with the highest score after 3 rounds wins.
If there’s a tie at end of the game, it may be broken
by playing a Rock Doc card.

INFORMATION CARD
GEO-Words

Rocks and minerals have many crystal shapes. Here are
just a few:
Acicular • Slender, needle-like
Anhedral • Lacking crystal form
Blocky • Evenly shaped, brick-like (as in pyrite)
Columnar • Stout, column-like
Concentric • Spherical layers (as in agate)
Dendritic • Branch-like forms
Granular • Grain-like
Hexagonal • Six-sided
Massive • Shapeless, no distinct outer crystal shape
Prismatic • Long, prism-like
Stalactitic • Long, icicle-shaped
Tabular • Flat, pill-shaped
Mohs Scale • A scale of hardness for minerals that
ranges from a value of 1 for talc to 10 for diamond
Learn more at: www.ManitobaRocks.info

Answer:
Vugs

Answer: (any 2 from this list)
1. Aircraft parts
2. Artificial human joints
3. Paint pigments (titanium dioxide)
4. Sports equipment (bicycle frames)

What are crystal-lined cavities in
rocks called: ‘crevices’, ‘vugs’ or
‘fractures’?

Ilmenite is found in Manitoba and
is an important ore of titanium.
Name two uses for titanium.

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

Answer: (any two from this list)
Silica, calcium carbonate, clay, or iron oxide

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

Sandstone is a common sedimentary
rock made up mostly of sand-size
grains (often quartz). Name two
minerals or mineral compounds that
help hold sandstone together.

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC
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Answer:
Intrusive

Answer:
Extrusive

What is the geological term used to
describe igneous rocks that have
formed (and cooled slowly) beneath
the surface of the Earth, resulting
in rocks with a coarse- or mediumgrained texture?

What is the geological term for
igneous rocks that have cooled at
the surface of the Earth, and which
usually have a fine-grained texture
(mineral grains too small to see
without a magnifying glass)?

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC
Name the French mineralogist who,
in 1791, was the first to describe
calcium magnesium carbonate
(also known as dolomite),
a common Manitoba mineral.

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC
Name two crystal systems found in
minerals.
Answer: (any two on the list)
Isometric, Tetragonal, Hexagonal,
Orthorhombic, Monoclinic, Triclinic

Answer:
Déodat de Dolomieu
Answer:
Hematite
In Manitoba, Indigenous people used
a mineral found at Lake Winnipeg
as a ceremonial paint and also
for rock paintings. What was the
mineral called: Hornblende, Halite,
or Hematite?

A layer of quartz crystals that forms
a mineral crust, like the inner cavity
of a geode (hollow rock), is called:
a droop, a druze or a druid?

The last glacier retreated in
Manitoba during the Quaternary
Period. When was this time period:
2.6 million years ago, 200,000 years
ago, or 11,000 to 7,000 years ago?

What do earth scientists and
geologists use the Mohs Scale to
measure: a mineral’s uniqueness, a
mineral’s hardness or a mineral’s
value?

Answer:
11,000 to 7,000 years ago

Answer:
Hardness

Answer:
Druze

What is the name of the most recent
epoch (period) in geological time?

What geological term is used to
describe foreign matter (solid,
liquid, or gaseous) enclosed
within a mineral?

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 2 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

Answer:
Holocene (It lasted from about
11,000 years ago until the present
day, which is also the amount of time
since the last Ice Age.)

Answer:
Inclusion

What is the most common magnetic
mineral next to magnetite?
(Hint: mined near Thompson,
Manitoba and associated with
important ore minerals of nickel,
copper and platinum-group metals):
pyrite, pyrrhotite or hematite?

One of the first minerals to separate
from cooling magma, this oxidegroup mineral has been identified
(discovered) in the Bird River area
of Manitoba and is valuable as a
super alloy. Is it chromite, tantalite
or hematite?
Answer:
Chromite

Answer:
Pyrrhotite
Answer:
An igneous rock mostly composed
of feldspar and silica (quartz)

Answer:
Computer

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

LEVEL 1 ROCK DOC

What does the term ‘felsic’ mean in
geology?

What rock type in Manitoba contains
petroleum or oil: sedimentary rock,
igneous rock or metamorphic rock?

What are coal, oil and gas all
commonly called: alternative fuels,
energy fuels or fossil fuels?

Answer:
Sedimentary

Answer:
Fossil fuels

Gold can be found in many everyday
items we use. Which one of the
following contains gold: is it a
mouse pad, felt pen, computer,
or paper?
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Granville Lake, MB

Bird Lake, MB

Greer Lake, MB

Labelle County, QC
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Bernic Lake, MB

Cross Lake, MB

Renfrew County, ON

Buck Lake, MB

MOHS SCALE

6.5-7

MOHS SCALE

2.5-3

MOHS SCALE

5-6

MOHS SCALE

6

OLIVINE

BIOTITE

AUGITE

ANORTHITE

Group: Silicate
Formula: (Mg, Fe)2SiO4
Crystal System: Orthorhombic
Specific Gravity: 3.27–4.37

Group: Silicate
Formula: K(Mg, Fe)3(AlSi3O10)(F, OH)2
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 2.8–3.2

Group: Silicate
Formula: (Ca, Na)(Mg, Fe, Al, Ti)(Si, Al)2O6
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 3.2–3.3

Group: Silicate • Formula: CaAl2Si2O8
Crystal System: Triclinic • Specific Gravity: 2.76

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

• a common rock-forming mineral – one of the first
to crystallize from magma molten rock
• plentiful in igneous rocks like peridotite (the rock
‘dunite’ is made up almost entirely of olivine)
• relatively rare in Manitoba
• uses: gemstones (jewelry), industrial applications
like metallurgy (the study of metals)

MOHS SCALE

2-2.5

• looks like small, black flakes in many igneous and
metamorphic rocks — very common in Manitoba
• has large amounts of ‘schist’ and ‘gneiss’, created
through metamorphism of sedimentary rocks – like
in the large region of Manitoba between Flin Flon
and Lynn Lake
• uses: filler for paint, non-stick surface in roofing
materials and drilling mud additive

MOHS SCALE

5-6

(Ca-Feldspar)

DID YOU KNOW?

• the most common ‘pyroxene’ and an important
rock-forming mineral
• found all over Manitoba – an important ingredient
in igneous rocks that contain large amounts of iron
and magnesium (ex: gabbro, peridotite)
• a rare type of sodium pyroxene called ‘jadeite’ –
very valuable when made into jade (a gemstone)
• uses: gemstones (jewelry)

MOHS SCALE

6

MUSCOVITE

HORNBLENDE

ORTHOCLASE

Group: Silicate
Formula: KAl2(AlSi3O10)(F, OH)2
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 2.76–2.88

Group: Silicate
Formula: (Ca, Na)2–3(Mg, Fe, Al)5Si6(Al, Si)2O22(OH, F, Cl)2
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 3–3.4

Group: Silicate • Formula: KAlSi3O8
Crystal System: Monoclinic • Specific Gravity: 2.57

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

• most common rock-forming mineral of the mica
family
• found in large quantities in granite and granitic
pegmatite in Manitoba, particularly in the Winnipeg
River area
• transparent (see-through) muscovite sheets
were once used for furnace windows
• uses: to add glitter to paint, ceramic glazes
and cosmetics

• a common, rock-forming mineral of the
‘amphibole’ group – found in both igneous
and metamorphic rocks
• found in metamorphic rocks known as
‘amphibolites’ located in many places in Manitoba
• uses: mainly as a mineral specimen (sample)

(K-Feldspar)

DID YOU KNOW?

• major ingredient in ‘granitoid’ rocks, which
make up most of Manitoba’s Precambrian Shield
• often forms large crystals in coarse-grained
(mineral crystals visible without magnifying lens)
rocks, known as ‘pegmatite’
• orthoclase crystals up to 10 metres in length
found in pegmatite at Bernic Lake, Manitoba
• uses: ceramics, porcelain, abrasives (roughtextured items), jewelry and gemstones

• a rock-forming mineral that makes up a large part
of the Earth’s crust – also found on the moon
• found in igneous rocks containing large amounts
of iron and magnesium (ex: ‘gabbro’) – large
amounts found on Manitoba’s Precambrian Shield
• uses: ceramics, decorative stones

MOHS SCALE

7

QUARTZ
Group: Silicate • Formula: SiO2
Crystal System: Hexagonal • Specific Gravity: 2.65

DID YOU KNOW?

• the second-most common rock-forming mineral
in the Earth’s crust
• the main ingredient in ‘quartzite’, a metamorphic
rock that comes from sandstone – you’ll find
amazing examples of this mineral in the Churchill
area... but watch out for polar bears!
• uses: abrasives (items with rough textures – often used
to smooth or polish surfaces, such as pumice stones
or emery boards), aggregate (crushed stone used to
make concrete), making glass, gemstones (jewels)
• high-quality quartz made into optical equipment
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Field, BC

Hastings County, ON

File Lake, MB

Moab-Setting Lakes area, Thompson, MB
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Steep Rock, MB

Silver Plains, MB

Ghost Lake, MB

Bernic Lake, MB

MOHS SCALE

3-5

MOHS SCALE

7-7.5

MOHS SCALE

1

MOHS SCALE

3.5-4

SERPENTINE

STAUROLITE

TALC

DOLOMITE

Group: Silicate • Formula: Mg3Si2O5(OH)4
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 2.5

Group: Silicate
Formula: (Fe, Mg)2Al9O6(SiO4)4(O, OH)2
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 3.65– 3.75

Group: Silicate
Formula: Mg3Si4O10(OH)2
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 2.7–2.8

Group: Carbonate
Formula: CaMg(CO3)2
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Specific Gravity: 2.85

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

• a mineral formed by the impact of water on
the crystal structure of the mineral olivine in
magnesium-rich igneous rocks
• much serpentine is found in the Thompson nickel
belt of Manitoba, where it is associated with nickel
sulphide deposits, hosted by magnesium and ironrich (‘ultramafic’) igneous rocks
• uses: ornamental (for decoration) and carving
stone, fireproofing material

MOHS SCALE

2-2.5

• a common rock-forming mineral, often found
with garnet, kyanite and muscovite in metamorphic
rocks like gneiss and schist
• some of the finest staurolite is found in the
Snow Lake area (best viewed at Crystal View
Park in the Town of Snow Lake)
• uses: a minor gemstone

MOHS SCALE

6.5-7.5

• a secondary mineral, formed by a change in
the major magnesium silicate minerals
(ex: olivine in igneous rocks)
• found in several Manitoba areas, including
Thompson, Lynn Lake, Oxford Lake and Bird Lake
• uses: used as an ingredient in talcum powder,
paper, plastics, ceramics, paint, lubricants,
insecticides and fungicides – also used as a
carving stone

MOHS SCALE

2

• a common rock-forming mineral and a major part
of sedimentary rocks, such as dolomitic limestone
and dolostone
• pure dolomite (less than 1 per cent impurities),
found in Manitoba’s Interlake, is a possible ore
of magnesium, one of Earth’s lightest metals
• uses: aggregate in cement; building and
ornamental (decorative) stone

MOHS SCALE

2.5-3

CHLORITE

GARNET

GYPSUM

CALCITE

Group: Silicate
Formula: (Mg, Fe)3(Si, Al)4O10(OH)2·(Mg, Fe)3(OH)6
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 2.6–3.3

Group: Silicate
Formula: (Mg, Fe, Mn, Ca)3 (Al, Fe, Cr)2(SiO4)3
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 3.5–4.3

Group: Sulphate • Formula: CaSO4·2H2O
Crystal System: Monoclinic • Specific Gravity: 2.32

Group: Carbonate
Formula: CaCO3
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Specific Gravity: 2.71

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

• a rock-forming mineral formed by changes
in clay minerals, pyroxenes, amphiboles and micas
in metamorphic rocks
• important ingredient in ‘chlorite schist’ –
commonly associated with the copper-zinc
sulphide deposits in metamorphosed volcanic
rock at Flin Flon and Snow Lake, Manitoba
• uses: filler for industrial applications (limited use)

• a group of rock-forming minerals,
commonly found in metamorphic rocks,
seen a lot in the Snow Lake area of Manitoba
• concentrated in beach sands because of its high
density and hardness – a good place to find garnet
is the west shore of Clearwater Lake, Manitoba
• uses: abrasive (rough to the touch) powders,
sandpaper, sandblasting, and as gemstones
in jewelry

DID YOU KNOW?

• a common mineral in sedimentary rocks,
formed by the evaporation of salt water
• mined at Gypsumville – the only Manitoba
community named for a local mineral
• ‘rosettes’ (shaped like rose petals) of crystalline
gypsum (selenite) found in the Winnipeg Floodway
and in mud and clay (shale) beds along the
Manitoba escarpment
• uses: the main ingredient in drywall construction
board, plaster for construction, and medical and
dental applications

DID YOU KNOW?

• very common rock-forming mineral, found
especially in ‘calcareous’ (calcium-rich)
sedimentary rocks like limestone
• quarried (mined) from thick deposits of highcalcium limestone in Manitoba’s Interlake region
• uses: used in manufacturing cement for concrete;
an important building and ornamental (decorative)
stone
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Rocanville, SK

Chisel Lake, MB

Thompson, MB

Osborne Lake, MB
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Patience Lake, SK

Osborne Lake, MB

Photo Lake, MB

Lily Pad Lake, MB

MOHS SCALE

6-6.5

MOHS SCALE

4

MOHS SCALE

3.5-4

MOHS SCALE

2

PYRITE

PYRRHOTITE

SPHALERITE

SYLVITE (Carnalite)

Group: Sulphide
Formula: FeS2
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 5.02

Group: Sulphide
Formula: Fe1-xS
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 4.58–4.65

Group: Sulphide
Formula: (Zn, Fe)S
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 3.9–4.1

Group: Halide
Formula: KCl
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 1.99

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

• the most widespread and common sulphide mineral
• nicknamed “fool’s gold” because it discolours when
exposed to air, resulting in a deep yellow colour
similar to gold
• associated with copper-zinc deposits in the Flin
Flon, Snow Lake and Leaf Rapids areas of Manitoba
• uses: used as an ore of gold – sometimes, as a
gemstone/jewel

MOHS SCALE

6.5

• most common magnetic mineral (after magnetite)
in many igneous and metamorphic rocks
• although not an ore mineral, pyrrhotite is
commonly linked with important ore minerals of
nickel, copper or platinum-group metals
• has been widely mined in Manitoba in connection
with nickel near Thompson and copper near
Sherridon and Flin Flon

MOHS SCALE

2.5

• a common zinc mineral
• first mined in Manitoba in 1930 by Hudson Bay
Mining and Smelting Company Limited (now HudBay
Minerals Inc.) from a mineral deposit beneath the
town of Flin Flon
• uses: the most important ore of zinc; sphalerite
crystals also used as gemstones, jewels

MOHS SCALE

3.5-4

• sylvite (potash) formed by the evaporation of
saline/salt water in oceans or inland lakes, which
makes it, like halite, an ‘evaporite’ mineral
• widespread evaporite deposits from Devonian age
are found in southwestern Manitoba and have been
mined for potash in nearby parts of Saskatchewan
• uses: a major source of potassium for agricultural
fertilizer products

MOHS SCALE

2.5

POLLUCITE

GALENA

CHALCOPYRITE

HALITE

Group: Silicate (Feldspathoid group)
Formula: (Cs, Na)2(Al2Si4O12)2H2O
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 2.9

Group: Sulphide
Formula: PbS
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 7.4–7.6

Group: Sulphide
Formula: CuFeS2
Crystal System: Tetragonal
Specific Gravity: 4.1–4.3

Group: Halide • Formula: NaCl
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 2.16

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

• halite (rock salt) happens where there are a lot of
sedimentary deposits, formed by the evaporation
of saline (salt) water
• The first commercially-used and sold mineral in
Manitoba; produced by the evaporation of brine
springs; a spring near German Creek, Manitoba,
has been used by NASA as a model for potentially
similar sites on Mars!
• uses: used to make table salt and road salt

• a rare mineral, mostly occurring in granitic
pegmatite
• an important ore of cesium at the Bernic Lake mine
(near Lac du Bonnet), where all of Canada’s cesium
is produced
• uses: cesium formate – an earth-friendly, thick yet
easy-flow drilling and completion fluid, used in oil
and gas wells

• a common ore of the ‘element’ lead, also often
contains silver
• first mined in Manitoba in 1959 during development
of the Chisel Lake Mine, located near Snow Lake
• uses: protection from radiation, wireless
communications and batteries; no longer added
to paint and gasoline due to its toxic (poisonous)
nature

• the most common copper mineral
• Manitoba’s first copper mine – the Mandy Mine
(1916–1919) – located on Schist Lake near Flin Flon
• most of the copper ores in Manitoba formed at
hydrothermal vents (hot springs on the sea floor)
near ancient submarine volcanoes (also called
‘black-smokers’)
• uses: an important ore of copper

DID YOU KNOW?
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Black Island, MB

Herb Lake, MB

Bernic Lake, MB

Falcon Lake, MB
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Essex County, NY, USA

Bernic Lake, MB

Rat Lake, MB

Buckingham Twp. Ottawa Co., QC

MOHS SCALE

1-1.5

MOHS SCALE

6

MOHS SCALE

6.5-7

MOHS SCALE

5.5-6.5

MOLYBDENITE

TANTALITE

SPODUMENE

HEMATITE

Group: Sulphide
Formula: MoS2
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Specific Gravity: 4.62–4.73

Group: Oxide • Formula: (Fe, Mn)Ta2O6
Crystal System: Orthorhombic
Specific Gravity: 5.2–7.9

Group: Silicate • Formula: LiAlSi2O6
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 3.15–3.2

Group: Oxide • Formula: Fe2O3
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Specific Gravity: 5.26

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

• an accessory (not the main) mineral in igneous
rocks, in particular granitic pegmatite
• mined by Tantalum Mining Corporation of Canada
Ltd. at Bernic Lake, Manitoba
• uses: a major ore of tantalum, which is chemically
inert (doesn’t interact readily with other chemicals)
and corrosion (deterioration) resistant – these
qualities make tantalum an important ingredient in
many high-tech applications, like equipment used
for surgery and capacitors in electronic devices

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

• an accessory (not the main) mineral in some
granitic igneous rocks, and the main ore of
‘molybdenum’
• small amounts mined near Falcon Lake, Manitoba,
during World War I, when it was needed to make
armour plating
• uses: as an alloy in (mixed with) steel for high
pressure and high temperature uses

MOHS SCALE

1-2

MOHS SCALE

7-7.5

• a fairly rare mineral of the pyroxene group that
is found almost exclusively in granitic pegmatite
• was mined in the past by Tantalum Mining
Corporation of Canada Ltd. at Bernic Lake to
produce lithium ceramic material for Corelle®
dinnerware
• uses: a major ore of lithium used in lubricants,
batteries and ceramics, also used as a gemstone/
jewel

MOHS SCALE

2.5-4

• formed by oxidation of iron-bearing minerals
• first mined in Manitoba by Indigenous people to
use as pigment (paint)
• in 1739, Louis-Joseph, youngest son of Canadian
explorer La Vérendrye, described Red Cliff hematite
found at Black Island
• uses: the most important ore of iron for steel
production, as a pigment, as a semi-precious
gemstone/jewel

MOHS SCALE

6

GRAPHITE

CORDIERITE

LEPIDOLITE

MAGNETITE

Group: Native non-metal
Formula: C
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Specific Gravity: 2.23

Group: Silicate • Formula: (Mg, Fe)2Al4Si5O18
Crystal System: Orthorhombic
Specific Gravity: 2.57–2.66

Group: Silicate
Formula: K(Li, Al, Rb)2–3(AlSi3O10)(F, OH, O)2
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 2.8–2.9

Group: Oxide • Formula: Fe3O4
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 5.18

DID YOU KNOW?

• a common mineral in metamorphosed sedimentary
rock, often found with garnet and ‘sillimanite’ in
gneiss or schist
• often ‘dichroic’, showing different colours when
viewed from different angles
• gem variety of cordierite, ‘iolite’, has been seen
and documented near Manitoba’s Walton Lake
• uses: few industrial uses; may be used as
gemstone/jewel

DID YOU KNOW?

• a common accessory (not the main) mineral in
igneous rocks
• ‘banded iron formations’ are Precambrian
sedimentary rocks with alternating magnetite-rich
and quartz-rich layers
• at nearly 3 billion years old, iron formations,
formed through an ancient process and located
at Manitoba’s Wallace Lake, are among the oldest
rocks in Canada!
• uses: an important ore of iron

• common in metamorphosed sedimentary rocks,
it is extracted from organic carbon
• found in metasedimentary rocks in the large region
between Flin Flon and Lynn Lake, Manitoba
• makes thin sheets of pure carbon known as
‘graphene,’ lightweight and remarkably strong
• uses: future uses of graphene may include paperthin TV or tablet screens

DID YOU KNOW?

• a lithium-bearing member of the mica group,
stands out because of its lilac to pink colour
• quite rare, usually found in granitic pegmatite
• lepidolite, found in pegmatite at Manitoba’s Bernic
Lake, is linked to other rare minerals like pollucite,
spodumene, tantalite and beryl
• uses: as a heat insulator (keeps heat in) and as
an ornamental stone (stone used for decoration)

DID YOU KNOW?
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Thompson, MB

Roxbury, CT, USA

Falcon Lake, MB

Park City, UT, USA
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Red Lake, ON

Bernic Lake, MB

Bird River Sill, MB

Fort Churchill, MB

MOHS SCALE
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5.5-6

MOHS SCALE

4-4.5

MOHS SCALE

3.5-4

TETRAHEDRITE

ILMENITE

SIDERITE

PENTLANDITE

Group: Sulphosalt • Formula: Cu12Sb4S13
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 4.6–5.1

Group: Oxide • Formula: FeTiO3
Crystal System: Hexagonal • Specific Gravity: 4.7

Group: Sulphide • Formula: (Fe, Ni)9S8
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 4.6–5

DID YOU KNOW?

• a common accessory (not the main) mineral in
‘mafic’ igneous rocks, and a main ingredient in
‘black sands,’ which are developed through the
erosion (wearing down) of such rocks
• a significant ilmenite deposit at Cross Lake,
Manitoba, hosted by ‘anorthosite’
• uses: important ore of titanium – used to make
titanium dioxide (paint pigment or colour), and
high strength-to-weight alloys (blended metals)
for the aerospace industry

Group: Carbonate
Formula: FeCO3
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Specific Gravity: 3.96

DID YOU KNOW?

• an important ore of nickel, usually associated
with other sulphide minerals like pyrrhotite and
chalcopyrite in ‘mafic’ igneous rocks
• first mined in Manitoba in 1953 at Lynn Lake
• major deposits near Thompson, Manitoba, first
discovered in 1956, have produced over 2 billion
kilograms of nickel!
• uses: in nickel, steel and other alloys (blended
metals)

• most common sulphosalt mineral found in
hydrothermal veins in connection with other
sulphosalt or sulphide minerals
• Contains silver (as do a variety of minerals) –
produced as a minor (not as important) by-product
of copper-zinc mining in Manitoba’s Snow Lake area
• uses: an ore of silver and copper

MOHS SCALE

5-5.5

DID YOU KNOW?

MOHS SCALE

5.5

LAZULITE

CHROMITE

Group: Phosphate • Formula: (Mg, Fe)Al2(PO4)2(OH)2
Crystal System: Monoclinic
Specific Gravity: 3.1

Group: Oxide (Spinel group) • Formula: FeCr2O4
Crystal System: Isometric
Specific Gravity: 4.6

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

• found in pegmatite and quartz-rich
metamorphic rocks
• first discovered in Canada in 1879 (in Precambrian
quartzite near Churchill, Manitoba) by Dr. R. Bell
of the Geological Survey of Canada
• can be seen at Cape Merry near the Prince of Wales
Fort National Historic Site
• uses: popular collector’s mineral and minor
gemstone/jewel

• a common accessory (not the main) mineral in
‘ultramafic’ igneous rocks, and one of the first
minerals to separate from cooling magma
(molten rock)
• some of the largest chromite deposits in North
America found in Manitoba’s Bird River area
• uses: the only ore of chromium – used in very hard,
corrosion-resistant super-alloys and stainless steel

• an important part of some iron-rich, sedimentary
rocks and hydrothermal veins
• named from Greek word for iron: ‘sideros’
• commonly found in hydrothermal veins (mineral
deposits formed by water) in the Beresford Lake
area of Manitoba, some of which also contain gold
• uses: important ore of iron for local use

MOHS SCALE

7-7.5

TOURMALINE (Schorl)
Group: Silicate
Formula: Na(Mg, Fe, Mn, Li, Al)3Al6Si6O18(BO3)3(OH, F)4
Crystal System: Hexagonal
Specific Gravity: 3–3.25

DID YOU KNOW?

• a common accessory (not the main) mineral
in igneous and metamorphic rocks
• can be very different in colour and chemistry,
but the black, iron-rich type of tourmaline (‘schorl’)
is most common
• found as large crystals in granitic pegmatite,
as at Bernic Lake and Granville Lake in Manitoba
• uses: used in electronics; as a semi-precious
gemstone/jewel

DID YOU KNOW?

MOHS SCALE

4.5-5

SCHEELITE
Group: Oxide (Tungstate group)
Formula: CaWO4
Crystal System: Tetragonal
Specific Gravity: 5.9–6.1

DID YOU KNOW?

• an ore of tungsten, often found in connection with
granitic igneous rocks
• small amounts mined in Manitoba near Falcon Lake
and Wekusko Lake during World War I
• commonly associated with gold, samples can be
found near Red Sucker Lake in northeast Manitoba
• uses: in tungsten steel and other alloys
(blended metals); also as a gemstone/jewel
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Rice Lake (Bissett), MB

Lac du Bonnet, MB

Garson, MB

Morden, MB

POWER

25

BASALT

Mineralogy: Olivine, pyroxene and plagioclase

DID YOU KNOW?

• finely-crystalline ‘mafic’ volcanic rock, formed
on the Earth’s surface from rapidly extruded
(quickly squeezed out) and cooled lava
• most common, widespread rock on Earth
(part of the oceanic crust)
• amazing type of basalt (referred to as ‘pillow lavas’)
forms where lava erupts or explodes under water
• ancient pillow lavas found throughout the
Precambrian Shield in Manitoba proves that very
large submarine volcanoes were present at
different times in Manitoba’s geological history!
• Uses: aggregate and minor ornamental stone
and building materials

POWER

25

BENTONITE

Mineralogy: Mostly montmorillonite, a clay mineral
of the Phyllosilicate group

DID YOU KNOW?

• altered volcanic ash that usually forms distinct
(large) beds
• Manitoba bentonite beds were created by volcanic
eruptions (flare-ups) in the northwest United
States, about 150 million years ago, during the
Cretaceous period
• some of the first ash deposits were up to
2 metres (2.19 yards) thick!
• calcium bentonite mined west of Morden and
Miami, Manitoba (1939–1990)
• uses: as an absorbent, purifier, and binder
(for industrial use)

POWER

25

METEORITE

Mineralogy: Silicates, native metals, sulphides,
oxides, phosphates and carbon compounds

DID YOU KNOW?

• solid bits of interplanetary debris (‘space rock’)
that pass through the Earth’s atmosphere and
strike the ground
• formed during the time of planetary formation
(4.55 billion years ago), give important clues
about the nature of our solar system
• several meteorite impact craters have been seen
and documented in Manitoba, particularly at West
Hawk Lake and Lake St. Martin
• largest meteorite recovered in Manitoba is the
Elm Creek meteorite (8.2 kilograms)

POWER

25

TYNDALL STONE
Mineralogy: Dolomite and calcite

DID YOU KNOW?

• mottled (marked with different colours),
‘fossiliferous’, ‘dolomitic’ limestone mined at
Garson, Manitoba – from the late Ordovician
Selkirk Member of the Red River Formation
• deposited 450 million years ago in a shallow sea,
the famous mottling comes from burrowing marine
organisms (lifeforms in the sea), some of which are
preserved and protected as fossils
• first large quarry was opened by William Garson
in 1898
• uses: dimension stone – found in the architecture
of the Manitoba Legislative Building and the
Parliament buildings in Ottawa

POWER

25

AMBER

25

PEGMATITE

Mineralogy: fossilized tree resin

DID YOU KNOW?

• a hard, brittle fossil resin that comes from
coniferous trees (trees with needles that produce
cones), found around the world in sedimentary
deposits
• usually yellow or reddish-brown, and clear enough
to see through – amber commonly encloses ancient
insects or pollen
• first reported in Canada by geologist Joseph Burr
Tyrrell in 1891 along the shores of Cedar Lake in
western Manitoba
• uses: valued as a gemstone/jewel and for making
ornamental objects (objects for decoration)

POWER

POWER

25

GRANITE

Mineralogy: Mostly quartz and feldspar, often with
minor biotite or amphibole

DID YOU KNOW?

• a type of coarse-crystalline ‘felsic’ igneous rock,
which makes up the largest part of the Earth’s
crust, including most of the Precambrian Shield
in Manitoba
• forms deep underground, usually as large bodies
called ‘plutons’ or ‘batholiths’, while magma
(molten rock) slowly cools, allowing coarse
crystals to form
• granite has been mined near Lac du Bonnet,
Manitoba since 1958
• uses: aggregate (ex: for making concrete), building
stone, countertops, floor tiles, monuments

Mineralogy: Typically feldspar and quartz, with minor
phosphate, oxide or other silicate minerals

DID YOU KNOW?

• very coarse–grained (rough-feeling) igneous rocks
that crystallize (produce crystals) during the latest
stages of cooling of large bodies of granitic magma
(molten rock)
• many pegmatites rich with rare elements,
also contain unusual minerals
• world-famous Tanco pegmatite, located at
Manitoba’s Bernic Lake, is one of the largest
and most studied examples on Earth
• uses: an important source of rare metals,
some gemstones/jewels; also as ornamental
stone (stone used in decoration)

POWER

25

GOLD

Group: Native metal • Formula: Au

DID YOU KNOW?

• found in hydrothermal veins in metamorphic rocks
(or associated with some granitic igneous rocks) –
also as heavy mineral concentrates (‘paleoplacers’) in some sedimentary rocks
• first major gold discovery in Manitoba in 1911, at
Rice Lake – an area that is now the Town of Bissett
• important ‘by-product’ of copper-zinc production
in Manitoba
• uses: bullion (bars), coins, jewelry, electrical
parts and infrared (electromagnetic radiation)
protection

